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the founder (the founder) directed by debra granik tickets $12 / $8 speed members in this latest film from the director of winter's bone, academy award winner jennifer lawrence tackles a historical story that continues to resonate today. granik re-engages the american landscape in the founder, an exacting and unflinching study
of ray kroc (lawrence), the ambitious young businessman who would, two decades later, take a bankrupt mcdonald’s and transform it into the thriving and, ultimately, global business empire. the lobsterman (the lobsterman) directed by andrey zvyagintsev tickets $12 / $8 speed members the lobsterman is the second film in

director andrey zvyagintsev’s triptych. inspired by a short story in mario vargas llosa’s novel the time of the hero (1985), it takes the theme of betrayal up a notch to something profoundly unsettling. set in a decrepit resort town in a man from the boulevard des batignolles (un homme de la rue des batignolles) directed by jacques
audiard tickets $12 / $8 speed members written and directed by jacques audiard, a man from the boulevard des batignolles is a french film drama adapted from the 1930 autobiographical book of the same name by the french author jean gabin. the film follows a young man (matthias schoenaerts), who works as a cheap rooming
house clerk but dreams of the bad sleep well (buzhou jiaole yeying) directed by huo jianqi tickets $12 / $8 speed members a searing, poignant drama that celebrates life and love in a moment of crisis, the bad sleep well unfolds across a single, fateful day. on a misty morning in 2004, a young boy learns, for the first time, that he

has no family of his own. in china, it’s not unusual for a young girl to sleep
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benny's video cinéma tickets the men, who collaborated with cohen on józef koimond and bartosz chajzermatthemselves have a new movie, called benny's video cinéma. it's a comedy about polish immigrants in london who's ambition is to make movies in his tiny polish cinema and become rich. the movie also stars jakub
wolsztyn, the partner of the director behind a quiet place, who appeared in his latest movie, and the two become attached to the others. the movie was made in 1995 but only released in 2016, under the title benny's movie. hymn premiered! the japanese premiere of terrace of the super-monkeys in the jim henson theatre.

written and directed by jim henson and produced by the jim henson company, terrace of the super-monkeys is an animated adventure set in a 1920s-style fantasy kingdom with music by andrew lockington. it also features the voices of peter fonda, ray wise, brittany murphy, chris rock, telly leung, anton yelchin, jim parsons, and
johnny depp, with puppetry by frank oz, tara strong, and frank oz (fellow animator and muppets creator). narrated by scarlett johansson and morgan freeman, the film brings together two of the most inventive characters in film: a book-loving monkey who gets turned into a super-monkey, and a female blue jay bird, who seeks
out what might be a love-interest. the film that changed american politics the electoral college directed by jay roach tickets $12 / $8 speed members in a chaotic age, the story of the electoral college is the story of the american power grid, the security services, and the sea of money that, over a century, has shaped american

politics. a political comedy about the media-made problem that is the electoral college, not 5ec8ef588b
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